Itinerary 1 – from RER B Luxembourg or Bus #28 Auguste Comte

From Roissy Charles de Gaulle, Orly (via OrlyVal, Gare du Nord (EuroStar, Thalys).

If you take the North exit of the RER, locate rue Gay-Lussac and follow it until rue Thuillier on your left. Follow that street until rue d’Ulm, then turn right. The Biology Department/IBENS is the first building on your right.

If you take the South exit from the RER, take rue de l’Abbé de l’Épée to its end on rue Gay-Lussac, where you will turn right, and then immediately left again at the traffic light, to reach rue Thuillier.

At the end of that street, turn right as described above.

Itinerary 2 – From Metro Line 10, Cardinal Lemoine

Upon leaving the metro station, take rue du Cardinal Lemoine uphill. Turn right into rue Thouin, right again into rue de l’Estrapade, and then left into the rue d’Ulm. Turn right, the Biology Department/IBENS is near the other end of the street.

Itinerary 3 – from Metro Line 7, Place Monge

Take rue d’Ortolan from the top of the square (Place Monge). Go straight on as it turns into rue du Pot de Fer and the rue Rataud. Turn right when you reach rue Erasme, planted with Chesnut trees. Turn left into the rue d’Ulm; the Biology Department/IBENS is nearby on your right.